About us
Muoversi is an Italian organisation, based in Rovigo (RO), in the Region of Veneto, on the border with the Region of Emilia Romagna
and that's why the association realises its activities on both Rovigo and Ferrara cities .

Working in partnership with Comune di Rovigo, Informagiovani Network (including 20 local councils in the province of Rovigo), its
first objective is to increase and favor integration and cultural exchanges.
It works as sending and hosting organisation which main activity is to organise training and cultural programmes in line with the
European and Extra-European Projects.
To do it, Muoversi promotes transnational and international projects based on cooperation between various players in vocational
training as training bodies, vocational schools, universities, businesses, chambers of commerce, etc., in an effort to increase
mobility, innovation and to improve the quality of training.

Mobility experience
Muoversi.eu offers an experience of life and represents a great opportunity to work and to know the culture of the Veneto and the
Emilia prosperous areas full of charm and culture.
Rovigo:

Ferrara:

Muoversi gives the trainees an alternative educational experience to improve skills, enriching CVs and increasing the opportunities
within the job market.

Services:

Transfer A/R from/to airport

Once in Veneto or Emilia, participants will be picked up at the meeting point (airport in Bologna or Venezia-Treviso) and transferred
to their accommodation.

\

Accommodation

Muoversi's apartments/residence are properly equipped with all the facilities and appliances for self-catering.
Participants will share twin rooms with other participants in European mobility programmes.
Each apartment has 1, 2 or 3 twin bedrooms, 1 or 2 bathrooms, kitchen and living room; fully equipped with fridge and freezer,
washing machine, iron and facilities for cooking.

Apartments are located in Ferrara or Rovigo, in central and commercial areas of the cities.

Italian language course & Cultural preparation

During the first week/s participants will have Italian and cultural preparation.
The teaching method of the Italian language course, based on the most innovative concepts

of language instruction, gives students the opportunity to live the language on all levels
and learn its spoken and written usage. Attention is placed both on the correct use of
grammar and syntax as well as on the use of everyday language. A wide array of
teaching materials and audiovisual aids are available to the students and are constantly
updated, to better foster this purpose.
The teachers are all highly qualified professionals, with teaching degrees, specialized in
teaching Italian to foreigners.
The classes are small, usually 8 to 9 students, with a maximum class size of 12 students.
This guarantees that our students will have excellent assistance and full attention from
their teachers.
At the end of it participants will receive certification of attendance.

Tutoring & Work-placement

Muoversi provides an internship according to education and expectations in the
following sectors:
ñBusiness Administration, IT
ñAccounting, Administration
ñRenewable Energy, Environment
ñArchitecture, Graphic Design
ñMarketing, Sales, Public Relations, Communications
ñTourism
ñSocial works, Legal area, Human rights
ñInternational Cooperation, EU Projects.
The hosting companies will also give the participant a recommendation letter.

Monitoring, Evaluation, Certification and Administration

Muoversi.eu Staff will take care of its participants for the entire duration of the project in Italy, monitoring the ongoing of the

experience, evaluating the achieved results, issuing due documents, the certificates and the Europass certification, where required.

